
 Another Inconvenient Truth?
Some implications of the biblical doctrine of providence for a Christian 
response to climate change

1. An Inconvenient Truth?

If you live in Bangladesh or Tuvalu, scepticism about global warming is precisely the 
opposite of reasonable […] It is possible to argue about the exact degree to which human 
intervention is responsible for these phenomena (though it would be a quite remarkable 
coincidence if massively increased levels of carbon emissions merely happened to accompany 
a routine cyclical change in global temperatures, given the obvious explanatory force of the 
presence of these emissions), but it is not possible rationally to deny what the inhabitants of 
low-lying territories in the world routinely face as the most imminent threat to their lives 
and livelihoods.

Rowan Williams, ‘Renewing the Face of the Earth: Human Responsibility and the 
Environment’ (http://www.archbishopofcanterbury.org/2351)

2. What’s Providence Got to Do With It?

Biblical foundations of the doctrine—Gen 1

The traditional two- or three-fold analysis

Intimately bound to the economy—e.g., Eph 1.9–11, John 5

Whereas preservation forms the general condition of creaturely independence, the 
accompanying cooperation of God in the activity of his creatures has to do with his 
participation in the independence of their lives, even thought the intentions of creaturely 
conduct may deviate from the norm of the relation of Son to the Father. World government 
relates to integrating into God’s purposes for the world the actual results of the independent 
conduct of creature, namely, their failures and the evil that these failures cause.

Wol*art Pannenberg, Systematic Theology Vol 2, I §4c: p. 58

3. Excursus

Potential ‘defeaters’ for environmental concern (e.g., Gen 8.20–22, 2 Peter 3.1–13) must be 
considered in canonical perspective

Eschatology does not erase the significance of embodied existence in the present age (cf. 1 Tim 
4.8, 1 Cor 6–7 & 15)
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4. Providence and God’s Ultimate Purposes in the Gospel

Rom 8

-Governance & the aim of the atonement

-Preservation & the scope of the atonement

-Concursus/Coactivity & the power of the atonement

5. The Pastoral Function of the Doctrine of Providence

he who has set the limits to our life has at the same time entrusted to us its care; he has 
provided means and helps to preserve it; he has also made us able to foresee dangers; that 
they may not overwhelm us unaware, he has offered precautions and remedies. Now it is 
very clear what our duty is: thus, if the Lord has committed to us the protection of our life, 
our duty is to protect it; if he offers helps, to use them; if he forewarns us of dangers, not to 
plunge headlong; if he makes remedies available, not to neglect them. But no danger will 
hurt us, say they, unless it is fatal, and in this case it is beyond remedies. But what if the 
dangers are not fatal, because the Lord has provided you with remedies for repulsing and 
overcoming them?

John Calvin, The Institutes of the Christian Religion I.xvii.4: p. 216

Not a doctrine for the complacent—Deut 8, Psalm 103.15–22, Acts 17.26–28, 1 Cor 8

6. Some Key Implications

i.

ii.

iii.

At least for Christians, taking the time to be at peace derives from our strong conviction 
that the “realities” that claim to rule this world and to give us the security to be at peace in 
fact are not capable of such security. Instead, we believe that God has done all that is 
necessary to give us the time to learn to be at peace in a world at war. We will not be of 
service to such a world if we act as if there were no time left.

Stanley Hauerwas, ‘Taking Time For Peace’ Christian Existence Today, p. 265
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